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Among our clients big companies such as Micron Technology Italy in Avezzano, Procter &
Gamble Italy in Pescara, Edimo Metalli in L'Aquila are included as well as small and medium
industrial companies such as IMM Hydraulics in Atessa, Umbra Trailers in Perugia, FAST in
Atessa, RIEM Compressors in Rome.

We are steadily at their service and many of them explicitly acknowledge it.

"Together with Novatec and thanks to advanced kinematic and dynamic simulations, we have
been able to assess the feasibility of an innovative process comprehensively and to determine
the correct design parameters. The efficacy of the analysis performed, duly verified after the
equipment completion, has allowed us to significantly reduce both the time and the investment
to develop the new product and has enabled our company to benefit from a competitive
advantage. "
Mario Di Donna, Head of Special Machines Design for Fameccanica.Data SpA

"We have undertaken with Novatec an applied research program aimed at improving our work
process. Our company enriched its know-how tangibly and the achieved results have fully
complied with expectations. The better product quality has determined a satisfactory economic
return since our customers / users have appreciated our supplier’s care "
Fabio Russo, Technical Manager of RIEM Compressors Ltd.

"The longstanding cooperation with Novatec has provided us with the required research
support for some of the products with advanced technology and superior performance
characteristics within our supplies range. The international distribution of our products has
always required a R&D activity, that’s why the coordination with a partner such as Novatec has
determined a valid and interesting competitive advantage. The cooperation in the design
domain availed itself of technical knowledge and skills and of a structure located in the same
territory. Collaborating with Novatec has both provided technical results and suggestions for
new product developments and has supported us in approaching to our customers: we have
been enabled to retain a number of clients (for most manufacturers) thanks to the credits arising
from this cooperation in the design research. "
Pierluigi Di Bartolomeo Technical and Business Manager of IMM Hydraulics SpA
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